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The Yellow Dog Project 

“I’m sorry, sweetie…”  That last word couldn’t have come out less condescending even if she tried.  I was 

angry, injured and had no reply.   

The Animal Control officer finished her succinct speech with an apologetic, “The first bite is 

alright.”  It sounded like a slogan.  It even rhymed.  I was holding my bleeding seven-pound dog in my 

arms.  My little pup was hyperventilating desperately after being chewed on by a much larger and 

sinewy aggressive dog that had no business being off-leash – anywhere.  My dog was fighting for her life 

and all the City of Long Beach could do for me was apologize, take a report and cross their fingers that 

the violent dog wouldn’t hurt anyone else again.  The first bite was not alright with me.   

Long Beach (particularly the Belmont Shore area) is the quintessential Dog City of Southern 

California.  With doggie water bowls and treats at nearly every business on Second Street, the common 

sight of couples eating dinner with their pooches under the table and an off-leash dog beach just a 

couple blocks away, Belmont Shore is a dog owner’s utopia – so species-integrated that it appears like a 

manifestation from a Cesar Millan dream.  Until recently, I had the puerile notion that all of this dog 

“friendliness” and acceptance contributed to the safety and well-being of my pet.  Then again, naivete is 

so easy to fall back o when we are comfortable.  Growing pains hurt for a reason.   

Following the incident that nearly killed my Pomeranian-Silky Terrier, I was infuriated to 

discover that after multiple surgeries and several weeks away from work (it took over a month for my 

dog to begin walking and eating regularly again), that there were no laws or even protocol in place to 

prevent proven hostile animals from attacking again.  My wounds were minor, but a man who ran to 

help pry the larger dog’s jaws open (ad release my dog in the process) suffered very deep puncture 

wounds in his wrist that, according to the Long Beach Police, were not “traumatic enough” for a police 

report.   

With an Animal Control report alone, the responsible owner was ordered to keep his dog 

quarantined in his own home for several days.  I do not believe in bad dogs or breeds (even as this dog 

was a pit bull) – only bad owners.  There was virtually no punishment for the careless owner of the 

unlicensed and unneutered dog.  There is no guarantee that that same dog will not continue to attempt 

to eat other animals or bite people at the end of the quarantine.  In short, the in-home quarantine does 

nothing.  If anything, it only feeds the unreleased tension an animal feels when kept indoors for too 

long.   

I have always been a passionate advocate for pet owners’ rights and ethical ownership, but after 

witnessing my beloved dog mauled (and consequently traumatized) only to learn that in Long Beach 

there are no laws to prevent these scenarios from playing out again after the “first bite,” I suddenly 

found myself gaining even more fervor for the importance of responsible ownership and my newfound 

belief that enforcement should be stronger.   

A dog-friendly town should be synonymous with dog-safe, but as this is not the case, it is up to 

us as pet owners to look out for ourselves and each other.  During a long period of research on dog 

bites, dog laws and a plethora of dog injury stories that came my way, I discovered the Yellow Dog 

Project that just may be the most proactive and efficient way that we, as a community, can avoid these 
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jarring incidents.  But without citywide awareness and support of the Yellow Dog Project, it cannot 

succeed.   

The Yellow Dog Project is a very simple yet powerful idea: if we own dogs that are habitually 

nervous, in rehabilitation, injured or unpredictable around others and need more space, it is our 

responsibility to put a yellow ribbon or bandanna on the leash to let others know to keep their distance.  

It is a horrible common practice in my neighborhood for dog owners to yell, “He’s friendly!” and drop 

the leash, allowing their dog to bolt forward as if it’s okay.   

The pit bull who attacked us could arguably be labeled as “unpredictable” at best, and though it 

is not my contention that the owner of the dog would have done the right thing to begin with, 

knowledge of the Yellow Dog Project could potential save both animal and human lives.  As a member of 

the community who has experienced the dangerous consequences of careless dog ownership firsthand, I 

implore pet owners to spread the word, buy yellow ribbons and help us bring dog safety back to this 

dog-friendly city.  www.theyellowdogproject.com   

http://www.theyellowdogproject.com/

